Confirmed: 100% 

✓ SAFE AND NATURAL
✓ PERFECT FOR STORM DRAINS, DOCKS AND DITCHES
✓ CLEANS PESTICIDES, OIL AND FERTILIZERS IN THE WATER
✓ ECONOMICAL AND EFFECTIVE
✓ CRADLE TO CRADLE TECHNOLOGY

LIVING BIOFILTERS THAT ABSORB AND DIGEST PETROCHEMICALS, PESTICIDES AND PHOSPHATE-NITRATE FERTILIZERS

YOUR SOLUTION TO NONPOINT POLLUTION

SLURPITS® are floating sea serpents that act as biofilters, mimicking the functions of a wetland or coral. This creates a living machine that absorbs and digests some of the most virulent toxins that are currently going untreated into our water supply.

Each SLURPIT® can absorb a gallon of oil at a time, depending on temperature, PH and the blend of toxins in the water. Most booms or socks currently used will be toxic waste.

Unlike our competition, our patented process supports a biofilm of over 50 species of certified pathogen free organisms that actively eat: heavy oils, cellulose, light oils, gasoline and pesticides as well as fertilizers, digesting toxins so SLURPITS® can be recycled to be used again after a year in use.

Together, we can improve our waterways and create a sustainable future. Contact us today to see how we can be your solution to nonpoint pollution.

TERRY BASTIAN, FOUNDER, CEO
tbastian@slurpits.com

www.slurpits.com
SLURPIT® is an ecological design company dedicated to restoring the water with an innovative living biofilter inspired by the symbiotic life in coral and our own gut. We have created a “cradle to cradle” manufacturing cycle that creates no waste. SLURPIT® are proudly made by disabled Americans and distributed by RESPECT of FLORIDA, on line and with AERE Marine.

Our products offer a safe, non-toxic method to clean the water. We strive to achieve the highest quality products ethically. Contact SLURPIT® to see how we can be your solution to nonpoint pollution.

WE HAVE THE RIGHT SLURPIT® FOR YOUR POLLUTION PROBLEM

✓ FOR STORM DRAINS AND DITCHES
Blue Stripe SLURPIT® for regular duty for storm drains and filter swales.

✓ FOR MARINAS
Marina Blue SLURPIT® are custom crafted for the marine industry.

✓ FOR MOSQUITO CONTROL
for mosquito control we have BTI recharge packets.

✓ FOR RIVERS, LAKES, AND BAYS
Super SLURPIT® are large floating wetland breakwaters designed for heavily polluted waterways.

✓ FOR CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
Blending microbes for most toxins.

SUPER SLURPIT® FLOATING BREAKWATER

NATURALLY SAFE AND EFFECTIVE

“Those are incredible living filters that absorb and digest oil, pesticides and excess nutrients in the water.” Palm Beach Habilitation Center

Each SLURPIT® is a patented reservoir created by a symbiotic relationship between hydrophobic and hydrophilic fibers and a proprietary blend of selected bacteria, archaea and fungi that are EPA registered, certified pathogen free and have been proven to break down hydrocarbons and other toxins in the environment including fertilizers.

"The SLURPIT we used for the snow pile, melt water saved the wetland...we lost trees where we didn’t use them. The toxic gunk from the roads was unbelievable!"
Keith Fay, Danehy Park Manager Cambridge Mass.

"They can be placed around fuel docks, in each slip, or anywhere else there is a potential for non-point pollution."
Marina Dock Age magazine

SLURPIT® is an ecological design company dedicated to restoring the water with an innovative living biofilter inspired by the symbiotic life in coral and our own gut. We have created a “cradle to cradle” manufacturing cycle that creates no waste. SLURPIT® are proudly made by disabled Americans and distributed by RESPECT of FLORIDA, on line and with AERE Marine.

Our products offer a safe, non-toxic method to clean the water. We strive to achieve the highest quality products ethically. Contact SLURPIT® to see how we can be your solution to nonpoint pollution.
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